
G A R D L E R

LIGHTING that pushes your adrenaline..
like the engines you see here..

Automobile



+ Consultancy service on applications, 
   products or design.

CONSULTANCY

+  Referral support for finance and 
   leasing options.

FINANCING  
OPTIONS

+ Specialized design for every format.

+ Designs that blend with the brand’s 

   theme and concepts.

+ Designs that combine energy efficiency 

   while maintaining adequacy and coverage.

APPLICATION 
DESIGNS

+ Product design and development for 

   special/specific applications.

+ Custom-build fixtures to suit specific 

   aspects or architectural alignments.

PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 
AND CUSTOMISATION 

+ Pre and Post sale technical support
 + Site survey, evaluation of existing lighting 
   and recommendations for improvement.
 + Assessment of lighting load and 
   consumption.
 + Coordination with allied agencies and 
   contractors.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT

+  Installation and commissioning 
   services including support / 
   coordination on civil and electrical 
   aspects.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS 

& SERVICES

Gardler Lighting understands the art and science of 
Lighting.. And more so, the significance of proper 
lighting in a retail store environment.  

As an organization created to transform the lighting 
industry, Gardler Lighting sets a scorching pace 
and superior standards through a formidable comb-
ination of Innovation, Technology and Engineering - 
a blend that would make an exceptional and 
unmatched value proposition to the clients.

Our business philosophy is very simple, yet very 
profound. Our existence and progress is intrinsically 
connected to the way we serve you.  Therefore, 
our actions are defined with you as the core - the 
result of which is we win your heart each time, 
every time.

G A R D L E R



G A R D L E R

PERFORMANCE

Our luminaires unquestionably perform the best, given the combination of 

finest technology and impeccable engineering, so that you get lighting that 

beautifully complements your store.  A performance that is long lasting, reliable 

and supreme…

In the realm of automobile showrooms, it is absolutely essential to seamlessly 

blend the lighting to create a magical and fascinating ambience that matches 

the brilliant machines on display. It is the cutting-edge technology and 

precision engineering in the lighting that brings out the glamour of the retail 

outlet. The equilibrium between the lighting concept, design, applications and 

the luminaires has to be so perfect that their end result enhances the overall 

appeal of the showroom.

THE GARDLER ADVANTAGE

TECHNOLOGY...   ENGINEERING...   PERFORMANCE...

TECHNOLOGY

GARDLER carries the philosophy of producing luminaires that combine the 

world's top components and modules, and amalgamating technology together, 

that are the best and the latest. Technology that has been the result of an 

incredible research and evaluation which enables our luminaires to light up the 

environment that is the ultimate for every application and a sheer 

enchantment to the people associated. Our luminaires are tested and validated 

by these world's leading component brands on overall parameters.

ENGINEERING

The best of components and technology are only as good as the engineering 

that goes into building the luminaires.  Every single part of our luminaires is 

crafted to perfection on various parameters like design, aesthetics, style, 

compatibility, quality and reliability.  Our product development and 

manufacturing processes meticulously combine both precision engineering and 

elegance. The stringent testing standards and controls ensure the luminaires are 

flawless and superior.



An explanatory note different functional 
areas in the car showroom with relevant 
lighting concept and recommended 
fixtures.

SHOW ROOM AREAS

We go much beyond merely providing 
products, our concept to completion gives 
you full spectrum of services.

COMPREHENSIVE PACKAGE

PROJECTS

We have some of the worlds superior 
brands in our clientele.

TECHNOLOGY

Our products carry technology that is 
latest and the best in the world today. 
Read more

PRODUCT RANGE

Take a look at our formidable range 
that meets stringent requirements.
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Automobile :
Automobile showrooms are easily the place where the 
customers' adrenaline levels are pushed high, long before 
they press the accelerator of the new machines they see on 
the display..  The aspirations and passion in owning the 
wheels of dreams are simply immeasurable.

Ask any lighting designer ..he would acknowledge that 
lighting up an automobile showroom is by far the most 
complex of environments – given that he has to deal with 
multiples of challenges.  Almost every aspect of the 
showroom – be it the glass facades, the high ceiling, the 
reflective floor surface, and not to mention, the sparkling 
and glossy cars, besides various zones that has to be lit 
differently and tactfully – it requires all the skills and 
knowledge to design a perfect lighting system that acts as a 
complement to the machines parked there.
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Take a closer look 

at LIGHTING...

COMMUNITY TABLE

CASH COUNTER

SHOW WINDOW

RECEPTION AREA

CAR DISPLAY

ACCESSORIES



GARDA

HELLER-H CLORISHARDY-H

Kindle the aspiration.. spur the desire.. make the

prospective clients drool over the dream machines.. 

Let the brilliant lighting create hypnotic effects.. and

be the soul voice of the stunning wheels on display.

Gardler’s spot light & accent light are so versatile,

extraordinary and stylish. They shower the light

precisely where it ought to.

SHOW WINDOW



MARLA-EXT

BERTA-R

BARON-S

LUCINA-R

RECEPTION AREA

The first touch-point with the customer.. The lighting 

is as much important here as the ambient décor. 

Emphasis is on providing a warm, yet unobtrusive, 

and invit ing l ighting in this area, which 

makes the customer feel at ease and comfortable. 

Gardler’s. spot light, down light & pendant light and 

up-lighting fixtures give an indirect spread of light 

that fills the environment with perfect homogeneity 

and the design and aesthetics of lighting fixtures 

nicely complementing the interiors of this section.



CAR DISPLAY

With mirror-like glossy exteriors of the cars, the 

shiny floor and a variety of objects around, each 

with a varying levels of reflection, the lighting design 

needs extraordinary care and approach – and the 

fixtures meet stringent standards in terms of their 

efficiency, illuminance and color rendition. 

GARDLER’s spectacular linear, recessed and 

surface mounted fixtures not only provide an 

unmatched glare-free light but also are as classy as 

the machines that are on display. 

HARDY-SR

ROLL-A

RESI

DELLA INNOVA II



CASH COUNTER

Lighting in this part of the showroom needs to be 

bright and clear. Direct lighting in the form of down-

lighters (either surface mounted or recessed) serve 

the purpose. GARDLERs vast range of down  lighters 

suit every type of ceiling, and are stylish and 

contemporary. 

MARLENELOVISA

MARLA-EXT

BERTA-R



A place where crucial selling pitch and purchase 

decisions are made.. The lighting here shall provide a 

relaxed and mood-elevating ambience.. Calm, 

modest and comfortable..down light and pendant 

light fixtures from GARDLER’S clinches the deal - 

literally.
COMMUNITY TABLE

MARLA-EXTLUCINA-R

BERTA-R DELLA INNOVA I



Items that will further beautify the classy machines 

require lighting that brings out the details in them. 

Fixtures that give precise shower of light and 

appropriate angle .. Find them in GARDLER’s spot 

light & accent lightACCESSORIES 
CORNER

MARLENE

ROYAL-SMCA

MARLA-S CLORIS



YOU NEED MORE DETAILS ON

GARDLER’S LIGHTING CONCEPTS FOR

?AUTOMOBILE FORMAT 

Tele : +91 97426 86663
E mail : info@gardlerlighting.com

When it is making a choice about lighting for your store, 

Gardler Lighting is the most sensible one – unquestionably.  

Because we do not just supply you products that light up 

your store, but a comprehensive end-to-end solutions 

package that creates a magnificent shopping experience 

for your consumers.  

Towards our commitment of providing world class products 

and services, we have collaborated with some of the 

top-notch brands across the globe, in technology, design 

and engineering – so that what you get from us is latest 

and exceptional in quality and standards.

Our business philosophy is simple, yet very profound. Our 

existence and progress is intrinsically connected to the way 

we serve you.. Therefore, our actions are defined with you 

as the core – the result of which is we win your heart each 

time, every time.

Talk to us.. We assure you the best..

A new visual experience in your 
retail store with innovative 
solutions from Gardler™

Bangalore : 

No. 37, Old No. 23, 3rd Floor, 18th Main Road, 
Above Patel Surgical, Near to Telephone 
Exchange, Revenue Layout, 
Padmanabha Nagar, Bangalore - 560 070. 
Tele : 080 4958 0986.

GARDLER MANUFACTURING 
& TECH SERVICES PVT. LTD.

Building No. 29/38, Godown No. 5,6, & 7 
Indian complex, Mankoli Naka, 
Near Gajanan Petrol Pump, 
Bhiwandi - 421 302. Tele : 82918 02606

GARDLER LIGHTING INDIA PVT. LTD
Head Office : 

th
No. 501, 5  Floor, R Square, LBS Marg, 

Vardhman Nagar, Mulund West,

Mumbai - 400 080. India

Tele : 80970 82511.


